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The Physiologos is a text that was originally written in Ancient 
Greek, believed to have been composed in a Christian milieu in 
the second century A.D. During the Byzantine centuries it de
veloped into a group of texts with characteristics of a specific 
literary genre through a number of recensions and manuscripts. 
The texts are organized in chapters. The subject of each chapter -
in the ancient redaction - is a plant or a precious stone or an 
animal, while the Byzantine recensions concentrate on animals 
only. (I will leave aside Latin, Slavonic and other translations, 
given that the focus of this paper is the Physiologos in the context 
of Early Modern Greek literature.) In each of these chapters there 
is a persona speaking allegorically about an animal, or rather a 
species of animal, referring to the Old Testament and quoting 
especially the Psalms attributed to David. One could say that the 
Physiologos is commenting on the Psalms in an allegorical way, 
making use of both the narrative mode and direct speech (cf. 
Alpers 1996; Alpers 2000). 

In order to talk about the modem Greek Physiologos I need to 
introduce a sixteenth-century writer, Damascenos Studites ( on 
Damascenos see Litsas 2001; Manou 1999 is not reliable). Dama
scenos was born in the first quarter of the sixteenth century. As a 
young man, still a lower cleric (u:rcoouixovoc;), he published the 
Thesavros, his major work. This is an anthology of Sunday 
speeches and excerpts of lives of saints, collected, translated into 
the early modern Greek vernacular and edited by Damascenos 
Studites. As far as we know, the first edition of the Thesavros was 
printed in Venice in 1557 (Kaklamanis 2005: 333, with references 
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to the relevant bibliography). Damascenos himself took the manu
script to Venice and supervised the printing and proof-reading of 
the book. Obviously, the purpose was to produce ready material 
for parish work in Orthodox churches of the Ottoman-occupied 
parts of the Greek world. The Thesavros was to become one of the 
best selling Greek books during the Ottoman era ( cf. Litsas 2001: 
250 n. 9; Kaklamanis 2005: 333). Thus, we may suppose that 
from the sixteenth until the eighteenth/nineteenth centuries his 
name was known to every Greek-speaking person able to read a 
book. Even today one can still find reprints in Christian Orthodox 
bookstores. 

I referred to the Thesavros as the most important of the works 
of Damascenos Studites. The work I will be focusing on in this 
paper is his second most important one - a zoological work appar
ently entitled by the author: :Evva0eoial~ dno ra /3l/3}da rci>v 
:n;aAwci>v <plAoa6<jJwv - Compilation of the works of old wise 
writers (on this text see Moennig 1993 and 2005; on translations 
into Rumanian and other languages see Velculescu 2001). From 
the beginning we can keep in mind some facts: 

• We can take it for granted that in the first half of the sixteenth 
century a market for printed books, printed for Greek Orthodox 
readers in the Ottoman Empire, was established (the standard 
reference is Layton 1994). 

• Damascenos Studites was acquainted with printed books and 
with the production of Greek books - he had even travelled to 
Venice (Layton 1994: 164). 

• He had realised (obviously) that the printed book was a 
medium which could reach a wider reading public than manu
scripts, and (obviously) he made conscious use of this medium. 

• Damascenos Studites became popular through his first major 
work and his name must have been well known throughout the 
Ottoman centuries. 
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• Damascenos Studites was not a creative writer, but an antholo
gist, compiler and translator of ancient and Byzantine texts into 
the early Modem Greek vernacular (Litsas 2001 ). 

The Synathroisis was not printed during the lifetime of its 
author, but a couple of decades after his death. Damascenos com
posed the Synathroisis about the year 1568. From that date on
wards, until its first appearance in printed form in Venice in 1639, 
it circulated in manuscript. Today, more than 20 manuscripts of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries are preserved, plus a small 
number of more recent manuscripts (for the details see Moennig 
1993, Karas 1993: 88-101, Karas 1994: 446-9, Moennig 2005). A 
difference between printed books and manuscript books lies in the 
fact that copyists used to create unique realisations through the 
layout and changes in wording, each copy being partly a 
reproduction and partly a creative re-working. In this paper I will 
focus on some of these changes, more specifically on changes 
which may tell us about how readers in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries read Damascenos's Compilation. 

First I will examine changes in the work's title. In a few of the 
older manuscripts Damascenos's work does not have a title at ail. 
Thus, it is possible that the author did not give any title to his 
compilation. A number of reliable manuscripts transmit, with 
some minor variants, a title as follows: L).UµaO%YJVOU <XQXLEQEW£ 

'tall L'tOUC)LtOU OUVU0QOWL£ area ta ~L~A.LU tWV ltUA.aLWV 

<pLA.006cpwv, oou ElJtaV ltEQL t(J)V ltEtELVWV OQVEWV %UL ltEQL t&v 

XEQOULWV ~(J)(J)V %UL ltEQL t(J)V 8u11.uoo(wv, %UL µeta<pQUOL£ EL£ to 

%OLVWtEQOV (A compilation, made by the archpriest Damascenos 
Studites, of books by old scholars about the birds in the sky, the 
animals of the earth and the fishes of the sea, as well as a trans
lation into the vernacular) [Plate I]. 1 

This title contains information about the work. Did the author 
himself give this title to his work, or did a copyist- a reader of the 
text - add it? Personally, I think Synathroisis was the title given 
by the author - at least, this title seems to be in accordance with 

1 The plates will be found at the end of the article. 
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his intentions. There exists a document which tells us something 
about the author's attitude towards his own work: a dedicatory 
letter. Damascenos Studites dedicated his Compilation to a high
ranking Greek official, the Megas Domestikos Michael Canta
cuzenos. A number of manuscripts attest the authenticity of the 
dedicatory letter, which was originally part of the book, but a 
separate part. Initially, the book was an assortment of documents: 
the compilation itself, the dedicatory letter (published in Legrand 
1894: 444-5), a dedicatory epigram (Legrand 1894: 443), plus a 
table of contents (which displayed the chapters of the Compilation 
only). At this point this dedicatory letter is of some interest for us, 
given that Damascenos declares what he believes to be the nature 
of his work- or what he wants his readers to believe it is. I should 
add that no autograph of the Compilation is preserved: 

• 

• 

%UL yQa<pw ◊La oau tom clvm OJtO'U exouOL ,:;m:oi::c£ JtUQCX
oo!;ov auv110ctuv (My intention is to write about animals 
displaying some paradoxical characteristics) [Plate II]; 

%UL µiJv voµ11ori£ 'Y] Ol] evoo1;6i::ri£ 01:L yQa<pw E◊L%CX µou 
MyLU, a.na. oau EYQU'\j)EV 6 AQLOW1:EAT]£ EV ,:;cp ITcQL twwv 
µoQLWV, %UL 6 JtOLT]1:lJ£ 'OnntUVO£ xaL 6 aocpo£ AlALUVO£ xaL 
6 aocpwi::ai::o£ <l>LAl]£ JtQO£ ,:;ov ~aatMa MLxaftAOV, ,:;oaai),:;a 
0eAro yQa'lj!ct xaL eyw (Please do not think that I am going to 
write things of my own. I will simply repeat what Aristotle 
wrote in his De partibus animalium, and what the poet Oppian 
and the wise Aelian wrote and what the most wise Manuel 
Philes wrote in his work dedicated to the co-emperor Michael 
IX) [Plates Illa, Illb]. 

These statements need to be explained. I will comment on the 
literary sources Damascenos mentions: 

• comparing the Synathroisis to the work of Aristotle, one finds 
only a few pieces of zoological information which Dama
scenos took from the ancient work; 

• regarding the poet Oppian: only a few traces of the Halieutica 
and the Cynegetica can be found in Damascenos's work; 
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• Damascenos was obviously more acquainted with the llt:Ql 

t;;wwv lot6-nrr:oc; of Aelian (ea. 170- ea. 235). 

• His primary source, however, was the ~r:ixot laµ{3txol ,reel 
{;wwv lot6r:17r:oc; by Manuel Philes, a Byzantine author of the 
early fourteenth century (the work was printed in Venke in 
1533: Legrand 1885: 215-18). 

What were the criteria of Damascenos's compilation? Dama
scenos states that his work deals with any "animal displaying 
some paradoxical characteristics". And indeed, the Synathroisis is 
organized in chapters, which are sorted in alphabetical order, and 
each chapter discusses one kind of animal: local animals, animals 
from foreign parts of the world, mythical animals. We find, for 
example, a chapter about the cock, a chapter about the viper, a 
chapter about the unicorn. The presentation of these animals does 
not concentrate primarily and exclusively on anatomy or, say, be
haviour, but on the strange, the unexpected - the paradoxon, as 
Damascenos declares in his dedicatory letter. "Strange and un
expected" compared to human experience. Damascenos writes 
about the crocodile that it does not, like human beings do, move 
its lower jaw, but its upper jaw. Also, the social behaviour of the 
pelican is considered remarkable, not because it is so different 
from human behaviour, but because it is so similar: The parent 
birds care for their offspring while they are young, and the grown
up birds care for their own elderly parents. The way of feeding 
can be a paradox; the way some kinds of animals copulate can be 
a paradox; the symbiosis of two kinds of animals can be a para
dox; the animosity of two kinds of animals can be even more of a 
paradox. 

This way of writing about animals is not new in the tradition 
of Greek literature since antiquity. Anthropomorphic animals 
described from an anthropocentric point of view: exotic animals, 
dangerous animals, useful animals - we find these themes both 
embedded in literary writing of any genre and as the subject of a 
genre of its own: paradoxography (ODE 1583-4). Might it be 
possible that Damascenos, when quoting Aristotle, Oppian, Aelian 
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and Manuel Philes in his dedicatory letter, did not exclusively 
intend to give a bibliography of the works he used as sources, but 
that he primarily wanted to give us a hint as to the genre his work 
belongs to: the genre of paradoxography? 

This interpretation would help us to explain a number of 
philological problems of the Synathroisis: 

• We saw already that Damascenos quotes four authors whose 
works he used as sources for his own writing, and I stated that 
our author makes a totally uneven use of these four sources. 

• In his dedicatory letter to Michael Cantacuzenos, Damascenos 
does not quote all the sources of his Compilation. A source of 
information he does not quote is the Physiologos. The Physio
logos does not belong to the tradition of paradoxography, but 
a number of elements in the Physiologos could be read as 
paradoxographic (for a convenient edition of the Byzantine 
recensions of the Physiologos see Sbordone 1936). 

• The Compilation of Damascenos Studites, compared to Greek 
literary production in the sixteenth century, seems to be sui 
generis. Obviously, he is writing in a genre which existed in 
the history of Greek letters, diachronically, but not in early 
modem Greek writing. 

Another question arises: did sixteenth- and seventeenth
century readers accept Damascenos's attempt to revive a literary 
genre? 

In order to give an answer to this question we will need to 
take one more look at the dedicatory letter. Damascenos refers to 
the custom of dedicating works of art. In Italy a printed book will 
be dedicated to a person of high standing [Cod. Meteora Barlaam 
204, ea. 1580, f. 101v; see Plate IV]: 

xal EJtELOrJ di; Ta µEQ'l'J Tf]i; 'hat..(ai;, ihav 8et..ouoLv va 
~CtAOUV xaveva ~L~A(OV di; TTJV OTetµ:n;av, JtetVTOTE Eli; EVO£ 
µi,yat..OU av8QWJtOU ovoµa TO OWµJCCtQOUV, xal YQU<pOUV 
xal EJtlOTOATJV di; TTJV Cl.QXTJV TQi) ~l~A.(ou n:goi; E%£LVOV, 
6µo(wi; xal eyw JtQWTOV µev xag(~w TO n:o(riµa µou TOiJTO 
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TO vfov EL<; TO ovoµa T'fJ<; au8£VT(ac; CTOlJ, EJtELTa M., ea.v 
dvm xal, TEA.EUDCTEl 6 0£6<; TOV axo:n:6v µou, TO 8eA.w ~aA.EL 
EL<; n)v CTTaµnav Ola µeya bcmvov T'f]<; au0£VT(ac; CTOlJ. 
(In Italy, whenever they are going to print a book, they will 
dedicate it to a high person; they will also address a dedicatory 
letter to this person, which they will print in the beginning of 
the book. I want to do the same, dedicating this my new work to 
your name, and, if God wishes, I will print it to the honour of 
your highness.) 

29 

The book will be read forever and the name of the addressee will 
be heard until the Lord's Second Coming: µEXQl -i:fi<; auv't£A.£lac; 
'toll aL&voc; (ibid., f. 102r). But things did not happen the way 
Damascenos wanted. The Synathroisis was printed, but with a 
delay of 70 years, and in the meantime it circulated in manu
scripts. That made it subject to textual changes. Parts of the initial 
assortment were getting lost in the process: the dedicatory letter, 
for instance, and along with the letter the authorial statements 
concerning the work. But already some of the very first readers of 
the Synathroisis, readers who had access to Damascenos's dedic
atory letter, would form a different impression of the generic 
identity of the text, as we can see from a codex dating to the last 
decades of the sixteenth century. This codex, owned by one of the 
monasteries of Meteora, the MovfJ Bap11.aaµ, contains the com
plete assortment by Damascenos Studites, including the table of 
contents. It also contains an appendix, and it is explicitly stated 
that this appendix is not a text written by Damascenos Studites. 
This appendix has a new title [Plate V], which is worth com
menting on: "Ewe; £()(l) £Val iJ vfo <PlJGlOA.Oy(a 'toll :rc:QOElQlJµEVOlJ 
µl]"tQO:rc:011.(,:ou Nau:rc:fonou XUQOll ~aµaG'XlJVOll. Kal, a:rc:£()(l) 
aQxlti::l 1:oll µaxaQlwi:cn:ou aQxlrnwx6:rc:ou Ku:rc:Qou xuQOll 'Em
cpav(ou (The new Physiologia, written by Damascenos, the late 
metropolitan bishop of Naupactos, goes up to here. And from here 
begins the one written by the Archbishop of Cyprus, Epiphanios). 

We can draw interesting information from this new title, for 
instance: 
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• The person who added this title knew who was the author of 
the Synathroisis and he knew what his position was. 

• When Damascenos composed his book, he was bishop of Lita 
and Rendina; now, we read, he is metropolitan bishop ofNau
pactos. Damascenos was metropolitan bishop of Naupactos 
from 157 4 until his death in 1577. Thus, the earliest possible 
date for the codex of the Barlaam monastery is 157 4. This is 
in keeping with Sophianos, who believes that this Barlaam 
codex was produced ea. 1580 (Bees-Sophianos 1984: 325). It 
is noteworthy that our copyist - called Kyrillos, according to 
Sophianos - updates the biographical data about the work's 
author, while in the Venetian imprints of the Thesavros (to 
which I referred earlier) Damascenos remained the humble 
uno◊ta.Kovoc; he was when the Thesavros was first printed. 

• The appendix in this title is announced as a separate text, as a 
work of Epiphanios of Salamis. The text that follows is not, of 
course, a work of the church father, but a Physiologos written 
in the early modem Greek vernacular. This Physiologos is, 
according to the rules of the genre, organized in chapters, as is 
the Compilation of Damascenos Studites, but in this text the 
chapters are not arranged in alphabetical order. A question 
arises as to the meaning of the term <Pvcrw2oyia in the title of 
the appendix: is it synonymous with Physiologos? 

• The text of Damascenos in the manuscript of the Barlaam 
monastery is closely connected to the text attributed to 
Epiphanios: ewi; tow ... <mEOw seems to connect two things 
perceived as similar. 

The following facts are worthy of note: the chapters of the 
Synathroisis are given in alphabetical order and are numbered. 
The appendix is also organized in chapters, the chapters are also 
numbered, and the numeration of the first text is continued in the 
second text, beginning from chapter 90 (see the Greek numeral ,s. 
in Plate V). Now let us compare the table of contents in the codex 
of the Barlaam monastery: it contains both the Synathroisis and 
the appendix, and the break between the two <l>vcrw2oyfw is not 
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marked in the table of contents; judging from the table of contents 
one gets the impression that there is only one text, not two texts 
combined - that the chapter rc:cQl ,:oi) BamA.loxou follows on 
normally from the chapter rc:cQl 6vox£vwuQOU [Plate VI]. 

The codex of the Barlaam monastery is not the only manu
script in which the Synathroisis is combined with this very 
Physiologos attributed to Epiphanios, but no manuscript transmits 
only the Physiologos attributed to Epiphanios as a separate text. 
On the basis of this datum, I suppose that a person, unknown to 
us, continued the text of Damascenos. This phenomenon is known 
in the history of literature: a later author - a continuator - con
tinues the work of an older author. The remarkable fact is that this 
anonymous continuator understood the paradoxographical, ac
cording to Damascenos, Synathroisis as a Physiologos and con
tinued it as a Physiologos, thus changing not the gender, but the 
genre of our work. Obviously, this happened only a few years 
after the composition of the original work. And already in the 
sixteenth century the changes observed in the title of the 
Synathroisis make it obvious that our text, written as a paradoxo
graphic work, was read as a Physiologos. See the title in a 
sixteenth-century manuscript, which today belongs to the col
lection of the M1n6xiov wu ITavayiou Tci<pou, but which belonged 
to private owners in the seventeenth century [Plate VII]: 

<PUOLOA.oy(a vfo, TY]V 6:rto(av EXUµEV TO'll't0£ 6:rtO'U £Val TY]V 
OYJµEQOV µ1']TQO:rtOA.(T1']£ NaU:rtCI.XTOU, OVOµaTL %1JQ1']£ ~aµa-
0%1']VO£, foovTa£ 6:n:ou btf]QE xal, Mav£(o8ri a:n:o TO)V 
:rtaA.mwv <pLA.oo6cprov TU BLBA.(a, xal, Esl]YEtTm :rtEQl TWV 
~(J)(DV TY]£ YfJ£ xal, TY]£ 8aA.aOCT1']£, xal, :rtEQL TWV :rt£T£LVWV 
:n:ouA.(rov. 
(The new Physiology, written by the one who is today the 
metropolitan bishop of Naupactos; he drew information from 
the works of old writers and writes about the animals of the 
earth and the sea and the birds in the sky.) 

In this title Damascenos is mentioned as the metropolitan bishop 
of Naupactos - which he was from 1574, as I mentioned pre-
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viously - and as a living person i:iJv oftµEQOV - as indeed he was 
until 1577. Thus, just a few years after its composition and while 
its author was still alive, readers started to perceive the Syn
athroisis as a new Physio!ogos. 

The anonymous continuator changed the text by adding an 
appendix, while other copyists - obviously reflecting the reactions 
of contemporary readers - changed the text more radically. 

It is a remarkable phenomenon that in the course of a few 
decades the Synathroisis became - in a number of manuscripts -
an anonymous text. As I hope to demonstrate, this phenomenon is 
part of the process of homogenization of the Synathroisis to the 
Physiologos. Initially I stated that I consider the Physiologos as a 
genre rather than a single text, which circulated in variant forms. 
Texts belonging to this genre never circulated under the name of 
their authors. They were distributed anonymously, or they were 
attributed to persons of high recognition - like Epiphanios of 
Salamis or Basil the Great. 

A manuscript which transmits the Synathroisis anonymously 
is codex 721 of the Russian National Library, St Petersburg, 
dating to the year 1625. In this codex the Synathroisis is in good 
company, together with the llovlol6yor; and the Tale of the 
Quadrupeds - both late-Byzantine texts, the one dialogical, the 
other narrative, with animals as acting personae. In the codex of 
the Russian National Library the text is transmitted almost totally 
naked - no dedicatory letter, no table of contents, no author's 
name - under the bare title: 'AQX'YJ i:ou <I>uowMyou (f. 236v) 
[Plate VIII]. A strange thing about this codex is that it also con
tains another text written by Damascenos, a separate chapter of 
the Thesavros, transmitted anonymously. What is most puzzling is 
a third reference to Damascenos in the same codex, which we find 
on f. 211 r: here we find written, seemingly without motivation, 
the name of Damascenos in the genitive case: ~aµaoxrivou i:ou 
un:o6tax6vou xat ~i:oub(i:ou, in the wording familiar to Greek 
readers since the Thesavros was first published in 1557 [Plate IX]. 

The readers who read the Synathroisis as a Physiologos and, 
through the process of manuscript transmission, transformed 
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Damascenos's text more and more into a Physiologos, may seem 
like phantoms - without a form, without a name. Surely the priest 
Rhalles, who produced a copy of the Synathroisis about the year 
1635 in Constantinople is no phantom. Rhalles was a priest in the 
service of the Patriarch of Jerusalem, Theophanes. Rhalles copied 
a number of texts in a codex which is preserved in the collection 
of the Sinai monastery, and he never copied a text without 
changing it (on Rhalles see Moennig 2004: 11-14). 

His copy of the Synathroisis is anonymous, an astonishing 
fact if we take into account that Rhalles was a priest, that Dama
scenos Studites was a high cleric, that he was a pioneer in trans
lating Byzantine texts into the vernacular, given that the years of 
the patriarchate of Kyrillos Lukaris were characterized by the 
efforts for renewing Orthodoxy and that translating into the ver
nacular was an instrument of this renewal effort. Rhalles's copy 
has the title <l>umo1,,6yo£ ES1'JY1'J'tL%0£ [Plate X] and ends with the 
subscription Te1,,oc; wu <I>ucrtotc6you [Plate XI]. 

Rhalles's copy displays a feature of some singularity in the 
transmission of the Synathroisis: someone has added a chapter on 
the phoenix. Obviously Rhalles, or whoever added this chapter, 
thought that a Physiologos without a chapter about the phoenix is 
incomplete. Rhalles also changes the order of the chapters from 
alphabetical to systematic: birds, quadrupeds, fish. But, when he 
finished the chapter, which was originally the last one, he wrote 
't£AO£ 'tou <l>uowMyou [Plate XII] - immediately realising, that 
he had not copied all the chapters. Thus, he deletes 't£AO£ wu 
<l>umo1,,6you - and continues copying. 

Rhalles is not the only reader of the Synathroisis who, in the 
course of copying it, changed the alphabetical order of the chap
ters into a systematic order. The theme of animals has required a 
system since the first book of Moses. God himself did not create 
all animals in one act, but according to a zoological system. 

This leads us to a codex dating to the end of the sixteenth 
century which is preserved in the collection of the Iberon monas
tery on Mount Athos. The anonymous writer organized his text in 
three parts, 1) birds, 2) quadrupeds, 3) fish. The heading of the 
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second part, nc:gt twwv i:ngwt:6owv, can be seen in Plate XIII. It 
will also be seen that our anonymous copyist placed the chapter 
on the lion before all the other quadrupeds. He does so following 
the conventions of the Physiologos, according to which the chap
ter about the king of the animals must be the leading chapter in the 
text (Alpers 2000: 999). 

How are we to explain these phenomena? In his dedicatory 
letter Damascenos claims, according to my interpretation, that his 
work is paradoxographic. But, his statements on his own work are 
not complete: he does not declare that he is trying to combine two 
genres: the paradoxographical and the Physiologos. More pre
cisely, Damascenos was not the first one to combine paradoxo
graphy and Physiologos; his model Manuel Philes did the same 
250 years earlier in his ~rixoi iaµf3i~ol :rrt:gl t;wwv lot6r17ro~. 
There are two main features that both Philes's book and the Syn
athroisis have in common with the Physiologos: all are organized 
in chapters nc:gt Movi:oi;, nc:gt ac:wD and so on, and the fact that 
Philes was already playing with the conventions of the Physio
logos can easily be demonstrated: I referred earlier to the con
vention of placing the chapter on the king of animals in the 
Physiologos as the leading chapter. Philes dedicated his work to 
the co-emperor Michael IX, and probably the author was trying to 
find a parallel between the ~aOLAEV£ i:wv twwv and the ~aOLAEvi; 
MLxafJA. Then, on reflection, Philes might have thought that it 
would be wiser to draw a parallel between the king of birds and 
his addressee, given that the eagle was the symbol of Roman, i.e. 
Byzantine, imperial power. And, what is more, the eagle is said to 
live a long life, and di; ei:11 nona - live a long life - was the 
Byzantine formula addressed to the emperor. Thus, the fact that 
the first chapter in Philes's work is the nc:gt anoi'J can be taken as 
a proof that Philes was acquainted to the conventions of the 
Physiologos and that he was playing with these conventions. 

Damascenos dedicated his work to a person called Michael, 
too; he let his Synathroisis begin with the chapter about the eagle, 
too, and let this chapter end in polychronia - as his literary ante
cedent did. Because of the alphabetical order of the chapters one 
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gets the impression that the chapter about the eagle - ae,:6c; -
came first by accident, and not for eulogistic purposes. 

But this is precisely the most subtle element of the Physio
logos integrated into his paradoxographic Synathroisis. More 
obvious are the many quotations from the Psalms, which are so 
characteristic of the Physiologos. I could also quote a number of 
zoological details and pieces of information Damascenos took 
from the Physiologos and not from his paradoxographic models. 
But there is also a major difference between the Synathroisis and 
the Physiologos: the speaking persona of the Physiologos is to
tally absent from the Synathroisis. 

Damascenos tried to establish his work as a work of para
doxography, despite the relationship to the Physiologos which 
existed from the beginning. But the readers of his work in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries did not accept Damascenos's 
proposal - and this because the paradoxographic genre was not 
productive in that period. A horizon of expectations for the para
doxographic genre did not exist. What did exist instead was a 
horizon of expectations regarding the Physiologos. This genre had 
been productive through the Byzantine centuries and continued to 
be productive in post-Byzantine times. Readers of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries, being acquainted with the Physiologos, 
noticed the resemblance of the Synathroisis to the Physiologos, 
and subsequently started to assimilate the Synathroisis to their 
generic expectations. An anonymous continuator added chapters, 
changing the title of the work from Synathroisis to Physiologia. 
Some copyists combined the text of Damascenos with different 
versions of the Physiologos, as represented in miscellaneous 
manuscripts (a fact that I have not stressed in this paper; see 
Moennig 2005: 263, 264). Other copyists successively removed 
the traces of the well-known author of the Synathroisis, while 
others removed the original title and supplied the conventional 
'Agx,iJ ,:oi'J <I>uCJLoA.6you, interpolated chapters belonging to the 
beginning to the Physiologos tradition, and changed the order of 
the chapters. 
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This analysis makes it easier to understand some changes in 
the manuscripts of Damascenos's Synathroisis. But it teaches us 
much more: it indicates how deeply embedded in the early 
Modem Greek literary universe the Physiologos was. 

In his dedicatory letter Damascenos writes that his intention 
was to publish his work in Venice. But it was not printed until 
1639. In that year a certain Athanasios Melandros, a priest of 
Trikkala, printed the work using a title which alludes to the ori
ginal one but which underlines the "scholarly" aspects of Dama
scenos 's work (µeQLX~ chayvwm£ = a detailed account), opening a 
new chapter in the reception of the work [Plate XIV]. 

It seems that there are no traces of an assimilation to the 
Physiologos. The Venetian imprint circulated in two types -
separately and in a combined edition, bound together with the 
Heirmologion. In the title of the combined edition we read: en ◊E 
JtQOCJne0ri xal, µeQO£ <'mo i:ov <I>vawA.6yov. And in the 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century catalogues of Venetian pub
lishers the Synathroisis is quoted as Physiologos. The modem 
scholarly companions to Modem Greek literature also refer to the 
Synathroisis as Physiologos. Thus, the misunderstanding con
tinues. However, from the year the Synathroisis first appeared in 
print, instead of changing, as it did in the manuscripts, the text 
became fixed. Thus, the fortune of the Synathroisis in manuscript 
transmission tells us a vivid story about the Physiologos, about 
early Modem Greek writing, about copying and about reading. 
But whether or not the printed text confused readers, the mechan
isms of printing and reprinting took place so far away from the 
readers that there was no longer a way for interactions to take 
place between the processes of reading the text and reproducing 
it.2 

2 This paper is based on the inaugural lecture which I gave at the 
University of Hamburg in April 2004. I am grateful to Tina Lendari for 
improving my English. 
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PLATES 

Plate II: Codex Meteora Barlaam 204, ea. 1580, f. 101 v ( detail) 

Plate Illa: Codex Meteora Barlaam 204, ea. 1580, f. 102r (detail) 
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Plate IV: Codex Meteora Barlaam 204, ea. 1580, f. 101 v (detail) 

Plate V: Codex Meteora Barlaam 204, ea. 1580, f. 154r (detail) 
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Plate VI: Codex Meteora Barlaam 204, ea. 1580, f. 144r 
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Plate VIII: Petropolitanus 721, anno 1625, f. 236v (detail) 
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Plate X: Sinaiticus 2122, ea. 1635, f. 92v (detail) 
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Plate XI: Sinaitieus 2122, ea. 1635, f. 126r (detail) 

Plate XII: Sinaiticus 2122, ea. 1635, f. 119v (detail) 
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Plate XIV: Title page of the 2nd edition, printed 1643 in Venice, 
Antonio Giuliani 


